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1. INTRODUCTION

Ethnography has a long tradition in many different disciplines, ranging from anthropology and sociology, to ethnology and psychology. Within HCI, ethnography plays a major role in design research, meant as the upfront research practitioners do to ground, inform, and inspire their product development process (Zimmerman et al., 2007). The term ‘design ethnography’ precisely unites design research and ethnography, referring to ‘a set of data collection and analysis techniques, assumptions and skills that can be used to understand a particular environment, or domain, of people for the express purposes of designing new technology products’ (Salvador & Mateas, 1997, p. 166). Ethnography can provide rich data on actual human practices describing a social setting as it is perceived by those involved in the setting, matters that may not normally be captured by other methods (Randall & Rouncefield, 2017). Data collected through ethnographic techniques may then be used to generate ‘implications for design’, namely a specific type of design knowledge that is employed to create novel technologies or improve existing ones (Sas et al., 2014).

However, design research often focuses on design implications solely for a product or service, which commonly pertains to the same domain in which the upfront research has been conducted. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that design ethnography in HCI has commonly investigated a particular social context and then generated implications for designing in the very same context (e.g., Pink et al., 2019; Strengers et al., 2019; Shin et al., 2019). The main goal of this article is to outline opportunities for innovating design research and, more specifically, design ethnography, by suggesting that ethnographic techniques may be used to extract insights that can be theorized and implemented in different contexts, even far removed from the setting in which the ethnographic data have been originally collected. Drawing inspiration from practices like ‘biomimicry’, a design practice that studies nature and organisms to create products that mimic biological designs and processes but do not pertain to the natural domain (Lurie-Luke, 2014), I propose that design research can be conducted to
explore a particular context to generate design implications for other, different, even multiple, application domains. To this aim, ethnographic techniques like digital ethnography are especially useful, because the digital ethnographer may focus on how specific ‘design elements’ i.e., the building blocks of a digital environment, work and then directly envision how they could be employed in contexts that present analogies with the setting of the research. In other words, through the identification of the design elements that represent the ‘best practices’ in a given digital space e.g., in terms of their effectiveness in impacting users’ retention, engagement, and behavior, and the study of their experiential effects, the fieldworker can inspire new designs addressed to other domains directly in the course of the fieldwork. From this point of view, the design ethnographer becomes a researcher in search for inspiration, a detective that sounds successful virtual worlds to discover and define new design elements.

Taking into account the debate on ethnographic methods that has recently spread within HCI, which highlighted the roles of ‘subjectivity’ in the ethnographic account (Rode, 2011) and of theory in the interpretation of data (Van Maanen, 2011), in this article I propose a new perspective on the use of design ethnography in HCI, defining the figure of the ethno-designer.

This new kind of design ethnography will be illustrated in the next sections by recounting my ethnographic work in World of Warcraft. However, before starting to explain how this method can be put into practice, I will introduce the theoretical tools that I used during the fieldwork emphasizing the importance of reflexive description to ground the results of the ethnographic work, as well as the importance to adopt multiple theoretical approaches in order to explain the observed phenomena and generalize the results from the field.

The main contribution of this work to HCI lies in a new perspective for using design ethnography in design research, by outlining the figure of the ethno-designer, a design researcher who is in search for effective designs to be reproduced, reimagined and adapted to different contexts.
2. BACKGROUND

In the design research community, the term design research implies an inquiry focused on producing a contribution of knowledge. However, in the HCI community and in the design practice community, the term design research “is generally used to refer to the upfront research practitioners do to ground, inform, and inspire their product development process” (Zimmerman et al., 2007, p. 2). In this article, I precisely refer to this latter sense with the term design research. In this perspective, design research encompasses a huge array of methods such as surveys, interviews, and focus groups. Among these, ethnography gained importance over the years for its capability of developing rich understandings of settings that have some relevance to design choices (Randall & Rouncefield, 2017).

2.1 Design ethnography

The term design ethnography identifies a design research method that originally stems from corporate settings to look in depth into what people do, what tools they use, and how they think in order to understand how to better make and sell products (Salvador, Bell, & Anderson, 1999). To do so, it relies on fieldwork and participant observation as ethnography in social and anthropological sciences. Design ethnography may find its use in the early phases of User-Centered Design focusing on the broad patterns of everyday life that are important and relevant specifically for the conception, design and development of new technology products and services (Salvador et al., 1997, 1999); it is also related to the Empathize step of the Design Thinking Methodology, a non-linear, iterative process for problem solving, where designers have to gain an empathetic understanding of the problem they aim to solve through empirical research (Dam & Siang, 2012). In HCI, design ethnography has often been used as a technique to generate implications for the design of novel technologies (Sas et al., 2014). Traditionally, the generation of implications for design was carried out through requirements gathering, but it has been critiqued for its failure to capture the richness of social settings (Crabtree et al., 2000).
Ethnographic methods emerged to address this limitation (Sas et al., 2014) and are now widely employed especially in the initial stages of the design process, when design research is needed to understand people in particular contexts in order to inspire, ground, or inform novel technologies (Zimmerman et al., 2007).

For instance, Dew and Rosner (2018) conducted an eighteen-month ethnography of timber framing at a tiny house construction program, where people learn to imagine, create, and maintain living materials. The collected data have been then used to identify opportunities for designing with living, finite materials. Pink et al. (2017) studied how screens are used in everyday morning routines showing that mobile screen technology use is shaped by the creative improvisations these routines involve: the authors use the implications of this research for the design of future screen interaction styles in everyday life contexts. Foley et al. (2019) present findings from a long-term ethnographic study aimed at gaining an understanding of people’s with dementia lived experience in order to inform design practices for and with people with advanced dementia in residential care.

In the same line, Shin et al. (2019) carried out a design ethnography of three collective homes identifying the values, practices, and everyday interactions implied in the ongoing making of these domestic settings. The study findings led to design implications for creating more flexible systems to support shared domestic living arrangements. Desjardins et al. (2020), instead, combine a design ethnography with a research-through-design (RtD) approach to investigate how people currently live with Internet of Things (IoT) domestic data and to create five speculative concepts which point out new modes of engagement with IoT data in the home. Likewise, Strengers et al. (2019) present findings from an ethnographic study with 31 Australian smart home early adopters, which are then used to identify design challenges for the smart home, like increased ‘digital housekeeping’.

As we may notice, all these works use the data collected during the ethnographic research to inspire or inform designs specifically addressed to the domain (and the users) investigated during the
fieldwork. In other word, design ethnography is domain-specific, in the sense that it studies a certain context and then generates design implications for the very same context. This happens even when the ethnography is conducted in digital environments. For instance, Feuston and Pieper (2019) carried out a digital ethnography of public Instagram accounts to examine how Instagram users express mental illness. Study findings were then used to discuss implications for incorporating ‘the everyday’ into the design of technological solutions for marginalized communities and avoid that designers may perpetuate and instantiate stigma related to mental illness. Encinas et al. (2019) studied a Tumblr community of teen shoplifters who post on how to steal from stores and discussed the findings against different design approaches, Design Against Crime, Critical Design, and Value Sensitive Design, highlighting how interpretations of the same data can lead to radically different design responses. All the envisioned design solutions, nonetheless, are addressed to the context of shoplifting.

It seems therefore that findings collected through design ethnographies have a sort of ‘local’ validity, that is, they can be used to generate design implications for the particular context, domain, or type of users that have been originally investigated. Obviously, HCI design researchers feel strongly that an important aspect of design implications is their generality when applied to settings beyond the fieldwork (Sas et al., 2014). However, they promote generalization of findings from the situated fieldwork to other similar settings (Sas et al., 2014). Therefore, even though design implications may speak to multiple contexts and be valid for different users, such contexts and users are very similar and pertain to extremely adjacent domains (Sas et al., 2014).

2.2 Mimicry approaches

I argue, instead, that design ethnography can be used to generate implications that may work as a source of inspiration for contexts and people even far removed from the context and people investigated during the fieldwork, which apparently may share very few characteristics with the setting
in which ethnographic data were collected. This method, which I called ethno-design in order to emphasize that the gaze of the ethnographer is primarily directed at specific designs, draws inspiration from other fields of research were knowledge about one thing is used to inform something completely different. Biomimicry, for instance, is a design practice that looks at how biological organisms are ‘designed’ to design artifacts and buildings. The practice is not new, as Leonardo da Vinci looked at birds to design flight machines. More recently, Velcro was modeled by the burdock plant by George de Mestral. Likewise, the tubercles of leading edge of humpback whale flippers have been used to inspire the development of more efficient wind turbines and fan blades (Fish et al., 2011). In the same line, autonomous robots use inspiration from biology to develop systems capable of operating in unconstrained or partially constrained environments (e.g., Zhang et al., 2020). To a certain extent, even artificial intelligence research draws inspiration from self-organizing biological processes and structures (Floreano & Mattiussi, 2018). Moreover, there are many research projects in interaction design that mimic biological and natural features, such as garments imitating seasonal behavior of defoliation (Ozkan, 2015), prosthetic tails to expand human body functions (Nabeshima et al., 2019), and even design tools specifically conceived to elicit designs inspired by nature (Qamar et al., 2020).

Another line of research that shares communalities with the ethno-design method is the investigation of ‘peripheral practices’, niche, unusual, marginalized and/or highly specialized communities of practice, which may result in implications for HCI outside of that community (Tanenbaum and Tanenbaum, 2018). Rosner and Taylor (2011), for instance, studied antiquarian book restoration practices not to make book binding better or more technologically augmented. Rather, their exploration seeks to take knowledge from these practices and apply them to the understanding of software and technology design, in order to find answers to questions like: ‘How might HCI foster more longstanding relationships with digital technologies as they have developed with some traditional media – such as manuscripts, photographs or books?’ Similarly, Tanenbaum and Wakkary (2012)
studied Steampunk subculture to challenge assumptions on e.g., ‘modular design’, which typically operate at the user level and relies on explicit interoperable infrastructure and standards. Steampunk designers use glue and other adhesives to join and attach irregular and heterogeneous parts, working around the necessity of the standard interface of modular design that joins and connects predesigned components. However, peripheral practice research is more interested in generating new knowledge that may provide a critical perspective on current designs or HCI ideologies than in inspiring novel designs.

Finally, gamification i.e., the use of game design elements in non-game contexts (Deterding et al., 2011), aims to transfer designs belonging to a specific domain to other, different, domains. It is based on the presupposition that it is possible to extract specific elements of design from games, in order to implant them in non-game environments: the purpose is to somehow enhance ‘serious’ applications and services with the enjoyment and involvement that characterize the game experience. As it is presently implemented, gamification uses mainly points, badges and leaderboards, typical of the videogame world, to improve the user’s engagement (Morschheuser et al., 2017), foster her motivations to participate (Rapp et al., 2016) and change her behaviors towards more sustainable or healthy lifestyles (Rapp et al., 2017). However, current gamification techniques still rely on taken-for-granted design practices, aimed at employing the most common elements of games, such as points, badges and leaderboards (Rapp et al., 2019) drawing them from design textbooks or crystallized design habits, rather than being directly inspired from games.

In sum, differently from biomimicry approaches, the ethno-designer draws inspiration from other man-made designs. Unlike the study of peripheral practices, it is interested in generating novel designs across multiple contexts. In contrast to gamification techniques, the ethno-designer does not rely on “standards” or established design practices, but actively explore existing designs and their way of functioning to envision novel designs for diverse application domains.
In other words, the ethno-designer uses the fieldwork to directly produce implications for design, installing ‘designerly ways of doing’, such as envisioning, creation, and ‘imagination’ (Halse, 2013) in the ethnographic fieldwork along with research questions. This figure attempts to innovate design ethnography in line with works conducted by EPIC (Ethnographic Praxis in Industry Community), renewing technology focused ethnographic research. Haines (2017), for instance, proposed a multi-dimensional design ethnography, emphasizing the assemblages that constitute our lives and interweaving digital, embodied, and internal experiences over different temporalities, within different spaces, and between different agents.

The ethno-designer proceeds toward her goal by carefully considering methodological and theoretical issues, such as validity and generalization (Cross, 2006; Halse, 2013). In the following, I will draw from two well-established concepts in anthropology, i.e., reflexivity and theoretical pluralism, to outline how the ethno-designer’s work can gain reliability: as these two theoretical tools are rarely employed within HCI design ethnography, despite their popularity in contemporary anthropology, I will extensively discuss them in the next sub-sections.

2.3 Reflexivity

The way ethnographies are written implies a stance on the reality that has been observed. The awareness of this ‘textwork’, involving choices concerned with ‘voice, authorial presence (or absence), analogies and metaphors, allusions, professional dialect and jargon, imagery, interpretative moves, tone, empirical or theoretical emphasis, truth claims (or lack thereof), figures of speech, and so on’ (Van Maanen, 2011 p. 159), has spread for quite a long time among anthropologies, while only recently it has been brought to light in HCI community (Lucero, 2018; Rode, 2011). Within HCI, the ethnographer has been represented mostly as a ‘realist teller’, whose voice is removed from the text ‘preventing discussion of how the researcher’s presence in the field, their interactions with participants
and their own background and experiences, have shaped the ethnography’ (Johnson et al., 2012, p. 1136). While other ways of representing the world, commonly employed in anthropology, hardly found a place in HCI. For example, confessional or impressionistic styles, which engage the fieldworker in a discussion around the doubts that characterize her research and paint reality from a unique and subjective point of view (Van Maanen, 2011), were rarely used in HCI ethnographic research. Recently, these ways of writing started to be discussed even within the HCI community (Lucero, 2018; Taylor et al., 2018; Rode, 2011), showing an emergent awareness that the ‘realist teller’ is only a particular writing strategy among the others, and the ‘realistic’ way of representing the world is nothing but the attempt of making the ethnographic work ‘objective’ by concealing the ethnographer’s subjective point of view.

Actually, the debate about the writing styles in ethnography is strictly connected to the problem of accountability of the ethnographer’s findings. If the realistic recount is no longer the unique way for founding the ethnographic narration, the epistemic authority of ethnography can also be established on bases that differ from those that rely on the ‘objectivity’ of the realist teller. Reflexivity found a place in the anthropological discourse as a means for retrieving the objectivity of the fieldwork in the ethnographer’s reflexive recount. The reflexive approach, through the description of the rapport between the observer and what is observed, and its evolution in time, finds the objectivity of the ethnographic writing in providing the reader with the instruments needed to evaluate the reliability of the ethnographer’s claims (Altheide and Johnson, 1994). Reflexivity can then function as the operational definition used in the quantitative sciences, telling how the ethnographer ‘measured’ what she encountered during the fieldwork: by accounting the theoretical presuppositions that moved the observation, the methods she used, the sampling techniques she adopted, the procedures she employed to gather the data and the reading strategies that guided their interpretation, the ethnographer grounds the ethnographic narration, giving it more validity, reliability and credibility (Cardano, 2009).
Reflexivity may represent the main way to scientifically legitimize the ethnographic writing in HCI, without the need to chase the ideal standard of objectivity. As the ethnographic work is always carried on from a specific point of view, that of the ethnographer, it cannot use the tools of the hard sciences to ground its findings. Instead, reflexivity provides the fieldworker with means for making her work accountable, without constraining her to hide her voice under the cover of a realist narration.

Reflexivity can be usefully paired with the practice of autoethnography, in which the ethnographer’s subjective experience is studied along with those of other participants and reported in the ethnographic narration (Tedlock, 1991). Autoethnography is ‘an autobiographical genre of writing and research that displays multiple layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to the cultural’ (Ellis and Bochner, 2000 p. 740). It goes beyond the confessional or impressionistic styles of writing ethnographies, as autoethnographers start from their own experience and self-observation, looking back and forth, first inward by exposing a vulnerable self; then through an ethnographic wide-angle lens (Ellis and Bochner, 2000).

Autoethnography provides the ethno-designer with a privileged point of view for understanding the observed phenomena, as she can exploit the introspective access to her conscious mental and emotional states: actors have predictive advantages over observers and the verbal reporting of these states can convey privileged information about the causes of the behavior under investigation (Newell and Shanks, 2014). As we will see in the next Sections, through autoethnography, the ethno-designer can formulate hypotheses about how specific design elements work ‘from the inside’, gaining empathy with the user’s point of view. Reflexivity, then, might ground the autoethnographic work, by making all the fieldworker’s choices transparent.
2.4 Theoretical pluralism

Along with the ‘textwork’, the ‘headwork’, i.e., the conceptual work that informs the ethnographic fieldwork, does not play a minor role in anthropology. However, HCI design ethnographies often engage with theory only frugally, appearing to embrace the idea that it is needed to look at what happens in social settings ‘in a theoretically unmediated fashion’, in order to produce concrete insights for designs based on what people say and do in there (Crabtree et al., 2009). When they are engaged in headwork, this commonly refers to a single theory or construct in charge of shedding light on the data: for instance, Feuston & Piper (2019) use social control theory (Barkan, 2011) as a way of understanding how people and the Instagram platform participate in narration of mental illness; while Shin et al. (2019) build the interpretation of the collected data on Gruning and Lindley’s (2018) ownership spectrum.

Conversely, ethnography in anthropology seems to prefer to deeply engage with theories drawing on a variety of theoretical approaches at the same time, according to the specific research questions it aims to answer. In this context, pragmatism allowed ethnographers to favor theoretical pluralism, by highlighting that some theories work better than others, depending on the particular problems addressed, and the situations and times in which they are used. Pragmatism suggests that we should allow our questions to determine our theories and avoid theoretical monism, by claiming that it is better to have ‘different coats to clothe the children well than a single, splendid tent in which they all shiver’ (Goffman, 1961 p. xiv). The risk is that this approach may lead to a ‘shameless eclecticism as various theories are drawn on to explain and perhaps generalize certain matters and as the specific nuts and bolts of various theorists are selectively put to use’ (Van Maanen, 2011. p. 156). However, most of ethnographic works in anthropology convincingly tie together diverse theories in order to explain the complex aspects of the reality they are exploring. For instance, Jakob Krause-Jensen’s Flexible Firm (2010) is an ethnographic account of several ‘cultural projects’ undertaken inside Bang and Olufsen,
which offers reflections on theories of ritual, magic, identity, power, control, resistance, and ideology coming from a wide array of social theorists including Turner, Foucault, Bourdieu, Weber, Geertz, Giddens and Barth. Likewise, Michel Anteby’s Moral Gray Zones (2008) explores officially prohibited, yet tolerated practices, that are performed by both workers and supervisors in a French aeronautic plant, mixing various theories that on the surface may appear even incompatible (e.g., functional, symbolic, structural) to account for his field materials.

What I want to emphasize is the opportunity, for the ethno-designer, to multiply the theories employed in the fieldwork rather than opting for theoretical frugality. Theory might support the generalization of how ‘the things work’, allowing for the de-contextualization of the designs’ effects from the here and now and easing their transfer to other specific domains. For the ethno-designer, theories are not addressed to establish general laws: their use resembles what the designers make of their concepts, to suggest courses of action that must ultimately work, focusing on what could be altered and proposing novel and untested paths into alternative futures (Krippendorff, 2007). Theories can be pragmatically employed to connect different domains, grounding analogies between diverse worlds: by theoretically explaining why specific designs might work in certain conditions, even far removed from those in which they were studied, theories consolidate the ethno-designer’s design implications. In this perspective, multiple theories and constructs may be used, as many as the contexts targeted by the ethno-designer, widening the applicability of the investigated designs.

3. IN SEARCH FOR DESIGN ELEMENTS

To outline the way through which I elaborated the theoretical tools described above and how they can be enacted on the field, I will now illustrate how I employed design ethnography in the last years going in this direction. I’ve been inspired in my research mainly by gamification practices, which attempt to
“enhance” serious context with design elements coming from games. However, rather than looking at well-established gamified practices that use points, leaderboards and badges, I attempted to identify new game design elements suitable to be transferred to other contexts for their experiential, behavioral, social and organizational effects on users. In this perspective, the ethnographic work appears essential: there is no other method than observation, personal participation, rapport with people, that can bring to light how experiences, behaviors and their related social practices are interwoven with the designs that constitute the immaterial stage in which they are performed. This work gave me the opportunity to rethink the role of the ethnographer in design research, ending up with the figure of the ethno-designer.

Conducting an ethnographic research in a digital game was a way to experiment a new approach to inspire the design of interactive systems. Virtual (or digital) ethnography has been widely used as anthropological investigation of the individual experiences, social interactions and social practices of digital worlds (Lysloff, 2003; Boellstorff, 2008), or in the cracks that separate and connect the digital life with the real one (Miller and Slater, 2000; Kozinets, 2001). The digital ethnographer is immersed in technology, and actually can study designs from inside. Although Geertz (1973) correctly noted how the locus of study is commonly not the object of study, and anthropologists usually don't study villages, but study in villages, it is certainly true that the configuration of space and its materiality, where the ethnographic work takes place, have a great influence on the behaviors, interactions and practices that are performed in there (Mum, 1996; Richardson, 1982). From this point of view, designs can be seen as virtual spaces that allow, limit and shape their inhabitants. Such immaterial structures directly affect the users’ experiences and are worth to be studied in their working principles, outlining how they impact on their behaviors, emotions, and interactions.

Therefore, virtual ethnography appears the election method to discover ‘design elements’ that can be used as a source of inspiration for designing applications across multiple domains even far removed from the context of the fieldwork. Design elements may be defined as a set of building blocks or
features shared by digital applications, comparable to Wittgensteinian family resemblances, following Deterding et al.’s (2011) definition of “game design elements”. They may be a reward system based on experiential points, or a set of “digital objects”, like pieces of gear or weapons, used to reward the player for her effort, or an “organizational structure” that may favor the intimacy among users. The virtual ethnographer, therefore, may focus her attention not only on the practices performed by users in digital environments, but especially on the design elements that constitute the locus in which such practices take place. The ethno-designer is thus a digital design ethnographer primarily interested in studying design elements that are suitable, with opportune transformations and adaptions, to be transferred to other domains, generating design implications that can used to create novel systems across multiple contexts.

3.1 The ethno-design method

I now briefly introduce the conceptual steps that I have outlined above to describe how the ethno-design method works, referring the reader to the examples from the field Section for a deeper explanation. Figure 1 sketches how the method unfolds.

First, the ethno-designer chooses a digital environment that seems to embed a series of ‘best practices’ in terms of how they positively engage, motivate, support its users. After an exploratory phase in which her endeavors are addressed to understand the individual, social and cultural dynamics that take place in there, she preliminary hypothesizes that specific design elements could be usefully applied to other contexts due to the similarities she notes on the basis of her previous knowledge. In this way, she identifies a preliminary list of design elements suitable to be transferred to other domains.

Here, the focus becomes narrower than in ‘anthropological ethnographies’ where the fieldwork tends to aim for giving a holistic perspective of meanings within participants’ worlds, and even than in
traditional design ethnographies where often the goal is to explore people’s practices to identify their unmet needs, which could be then satisfied by the design work. As long as her knowledge of the field increases, the ethno-designer may become aware that the investigated phenomena can be of inspiration for other contexts as well, as she may find further correspondences between what is happening in there and the features of the other domains she knows.

Figure 1. A diagram of the ethno-design process

Second, the ethno-designer attempts to explain how the design elements work, experimenting on herself their effects through autoethnography: in this way, she outlines a hypothetical catalogue of successful design choices to be applied to the target domain. Then, she tests her hypotheses in the fieldwork, by observing the design elements in the practices in which they are embedded, and by asking to other social actors: this may lead to generate a series of ‘design implications’. Here the idea of producing ‘implications for design’ is installed in the research questions and in the fieldwork: the
ethno-designer starts from an interest in specific designs, aims to understand them in their working principles, and strives for reimagining and adapting them to different contexts.

Third, the ethno-designer uses multiple theories to further validate her hypotheses and inform her findings with more general principles. Theories might help the ethno-designer move her knowledge from the ‘here and now’ of her subjective experience (although corroborated through observation and inquiry) to other ‘places’, where similar conditions may apply and thus similar phenomena may occur. In other words, the particular experiences she experimented, with reference to specific design elements, are retraced to their underlying theoretical mechanisms, e.g., behavioral, psychological, social, enabling and grounding, through generalization, the transfer (and reinvention) of the original design pattern.

In this perspective, fieldwork and inspiring design are a unique activity: as long as the ethno-designer is engaged in individuating and studying successful designs and their ways of functioning, she is, at the same time, involved in the activity of envisioning and defining how they could be employed in other domains. In doing so, the reflexive recounting grants accountability to her work, grounding all her theoretical, methodological and practical choices. I will illustrate in the following sections how this fusion can be reached in practice.

3.2 Setting

My fieldwork was conducted in World of Warcraft (WoW) from October 2012 to September 2016 in three main phases to discover what kinds of design elements could be translated, with appropriate transformations, in other non-game contexts. In the first phase (from October 2012 to March 2014), I focused on those design elements that could intrinsically motivate players (Rapp, 2017a). In the second phase (from June 2014 to May 2015), I directed my attention to those design patterns capable of being applied to behavior change technologies, given their ability to modify players’ behaviors (Rapp, 2017b; 2017c). The last months of my research (from October 2015 to September 2016) were employed to
figure out how WoW’s design elements could support reflection on players’ personal identity and involve them in social and organizational structures (Rapp, 2018).

The selection of the Massively Multi Player Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs) genre was not casual: these digital environments might embody the best practices in terms of capability of engaging and retaining their users, deeply affecting habits and behaviors of players that literally live in there. MMORPGs’ players spend more than half a working week in such environments (Yee, 2006), so much that these games were identified as the leading culprit of video game addiction (Council on Science and Public Health, 2007; Lee et al., 2007).

WoW is the empirical case closest to the ‘ideal type’ (Weber, 1949) of a MMORPG capable to create an enduring loyalty, as it has become synonymous with MMORPGs for players (Calleja, 2007) and set the MMORPGs ‘genre standards’ for game designers (Debeauvais et al., 2011). These peculiarities were confirmed to me by seven hardcore gamers, interviewed in the exploratory phase of my research. Selecting a typical/emblematic case as the subject of this ethnographic study was essential to make possible a generalization of my results (Gobo, 2008): by representing a typical case of MMORPGs, WoW could better ground what I intended to extract from the research results, giving them a more general validity.

It is in need to say that both the idea and the practice of the ethno-design method did not come to me as a monolith, painstakingly planned in advance and then enacted on the field. It has rather bloomed slowly during the course of four years of research: I progressively became aware that what I was doing could be framed in a different perspective, reconfiguring the role of the design ethnographer.

Before describing how the ethno-design work can be put into action, some clarifications on the object of study and the ethnographic setting are in need. In WoW, players advance through different levels of play, exploring the world of Azeroth, facing quests and killing monsters. Players create their avatars, which have different abilities depending on their ‘race’ (e.g. Dwarf, Night Elf), class (e.g.
Death Knight, Mage) and role (dps, offensive role; tank, defensive role; and healer, helping role). They need to join in groups, either temporary or permanent, in order to complete the hardest instances and raids. While instances are five-player dungeons, raids are from ten-to forty player dungeons, representing the most difficult contents to be faced in the game. During the fieldwork, I reached the level cap (100) with my main character, a night elf mage, participated in a variety of game activities, and became responsible for the social life of my in-game companions in a variety of organized groups through which WoW is structured (guilds). I fully played two different WoW’s expansions, Mists of Pandaria and Warlords of Draenor.

I collected a huge quantity of materials, in the form of documents, interviews, informal conversations, and personal experiences. Observation was carried out in Italian servers. It has been conducted mainly in a PvE server (Player vs Environment), where players can’t fight each other with the exception of certain areas. However, to consider also the game dynamics of the PvP servers (Player vs Player), where players can fight each other everywhere, I played for 150 hours in an Italian PvP server.

I formally interviewed 36 players selected through a purposeful sampling method (Marshall, 1996), taking into account their different in-game engagement and their social role. I divided interviewees in: i) novices (character level 30-80 in Pandaria and 40-90 in Draenor), who have no more than six months of experience and play less than ten hours per week (9 interviewees); ii) normal players (character level 80-90 in Pandaria and 90-100 in Draenor), who have more than six month of experience and play between ten and twenty hours per week (9 interviewees); iii) hardcore gamers, who have at least one character developed at the maximum level, and have been playing for more than two years with a frequency of more than twenty hours per week (16 interviewees). I further divided hardcore gamers in leaders, i.e., officers or masters of a guild having a central role in their social groups, and followers, players with no key responsibilities in their guilds and with a less important role in their groups. Ten
participants played mainly in a PvP server, whereas the remaining ones played in a PvE server. Among *hardcore gamers* (females=6; average age=29.6; min age=18; max age= 44), two participants held a Ph.D., three a master’s degree, four a bachelor’s degree, five a high school diploma, and two a middle school diploma; among *normal players* (females=4; average age=27.3; min age=19; max age=38), one interviewee had a Ph.D., two a master’s degree, three a bachelor’s degree, and three a high school diploma; finally, among *novices* (females=5; average age=24.3; min age=18; max age=35), two held a master’s degree, four a bachelor’s one, two a high school diploma and one a middle school diploma.

Two hardcore gamers, who stopped playing WoW before the interview, were added as outliers, to consider processes of disengagement. I stopped interviewing when I became aware that additional data would not have produced substantial new results for the goals of my research, following a data saturation criterion (Bowen, 2008).

I relied on my in-game connections to approach the majority of the interviewees, asking my guild companions to identify the players that most fitted my selection criteria (23 out of 36). Others were directly recruited by myself during instances or raids, or through casual encounters in the world of Azeroth after a brief screening interview (13 out of 36). While relying on my expert companions’ knowledge ensured the recruiting of ‘typical players’ and ‘critical cases’ (Marshall, 1996) (e.g., a player belonging to one of the most powerful guild in WoW), the second method widened the sample heterogeneity to profiles that I did not think of before.

The interviews were carried out both in the game world (18) and in the ‘real world’ (18), in the former registering the answers through the chat log, and in the latter audio recording the outcomes. Interviews lasted almost three hours each (average=157 min; min=130 min; max=188 min), exploring the players’ subjective experiences and their connections with WoW’s design elements. Questions were formulated on the basis of my personal game experience and the many discussions I had with other
players during the fieldwork. Players’ names (included mine as a player) have been changed due to privacy reasons.

I also conducted hundreds of informal conversations, examined a variety of game related documents (forum posts, WoW guides, etc.), and carefully self-analyzed my personal in-game experience resulting in a huge amount of diary pages, screenshots, chat logs. Observations of players’ behaviors were carefully recorded through written notes, which were reviewed immediately after the end of the game sessions, while the informal conversations where registered through the chat log.

The interviewees were always aware of being recorded. Members of my guilds were also informed of the nature of my research and they were thus aware that even our informal conversations would be traced, even if I did not always remember it to them. On the contrary, brief conversations and stand-alone in-game actions with unknown players casually met during the game were registered without their awareness of being recorded: however, all the personal details were omitted in the reporting of the findings to ensure their privacy.

Data were analyzed through a thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) through multiple cycles. Initial codes were generated by identifying data features that I considered interesting. In this analysis, data were broken down by taking apart observations and sentences and by labeling them with a name. These codes were grouped together in overarching themes, by using affinity diagrams. Finally, I reviewed and labeled the individuated themes.

However, a complete exposition of the setting and the findings of the whole research goes beyond the purpose of this article, where instead I want to focus on the modalities of work of the ethno-designer, and the methodological tools that she needs to achieve her goals.
4. EXAMPLES FROM THE FIELD

In the following, I will focus on methodological points relevant to the ethno-designer’s work. In the first sub-section I will outline the preliminary steps that the ethno-designer needs to carry out in order to acquire a familiarity with the field. Then, I will describe how the ethno-designer connects two different domains, defines research questions and focuses on specific design elements to be transferred to other contexts. In this sub-section, I will also briefly expose in a separate paragraph, for the commodity of the reader, some design suggestions that may be useful for designing Personal Informatics systems: such suggestions are only meant as exemplificative supports to explain how the ethno-design method can be put into practice and won’t be deepened in all their details. The main contribution of this article, in fact, remains theoretical and methodological, not empirical. In the last two sub-sections, I will focus on the importance of the subjective experiences for the ethno-designer’s research and the role of theory in the explanation and generalization of her findings.

4.1 Acquiring familiarity with the field

Data from the field. In the last four months I completely immersed myself in WoW playing almost 10 hours a day to progress as fast as I could and understand what happened in there. Despite my previous experience with videogames, it was my first time in a MMORPG, so I had to learn almost everything: my idea was to draw inspiration from WoW to motivate users to participate in ‘serious’ online communities. However, I soon became aware that this goal was impossible to be accomplished without a deep understanding of the playing dynamics and the WoW’s embedded culture. The game is difficult to be mastered and interacting with others is not simple as well: hardcore gamers rarely open up to novices like me, so I need to gain strength and abilities before starting my interviews and discovering aspects of the game that are not immediately visible. It ended up that I almost left my initial objective apart: my priority now is to experiment as many game experiences as I can, perfect my way of playing,
confront with other novices. In the meanwhile, I am shifting my focus to other phenomena: the WoW’s reward system is extremely interesting since it could enhance users’ performance in many different contexts. However, only now, I start seeing the complexity that lies behind WoW’s designs and their experiential effects on players: I think that acquiring a preliminary knowledge about how the game works as a whole is essential for my research. (*Notes of February 3rd, 2013*).

*Methodological considerations.* As we might see from my notes reported above, the ethno-designer’s research starts with the definition of goals addressed to find interesting design patterns to be used in specific application domains. However, once she accessed the field, she needs to acquire knowledge about the observed phenomena. This is the phase that most resembles the ‘traditional’ ethnographic work, where the fieldworker has to gain familiarity with the field, learn the jargon of the ‘natives’, understand their practices and culture. At this stage, the ethno-designer has to face the common problems of the ethnographer, such as individuating reliable key informants (e.g., the hardcore gamers), gaining access to ‘closed’ environments (e.g., the guilds), interiorizing social practices through participation (e.g., the guild’s life). Without this initial fine-grained work her gaze would not be able to deepen the design elements she is interested to, identifying their side-effects and wider implications, as well as to formulate precise hypotheses and individuate design details that could be insightful for her goals.

Nevertheless, whereas for ethnographers in anthropology giving a holistic perspective of meanings within participants’ worlds represents the final aim of the fieldwork, for the ethno-designer this understanding has only a utilitarian purpose: it is a preliminary, though necessary, step before narrowing her focus on specific design elements. The ethno-designer does not ignore the ‘big picture’ in which designs are inserted, but is not interested in outlining an exhaustive account of the world she is studying. The wider knowledge she develops about that world is not but a ‘tool’ for better
understanding the design patterns she aims to transfer to other domains: her premises, research questions, goals, and ‘research outputs’ remain designerly oriented.

4.2 Finding similarities and seeking design elements

*Data from the field.* During my last year and a half in Azeroth, my interest in Personal Informatics (PI) systems, defined as those that ‘help people collect personally relevant information for the purpose of self-reflection and gaining self-knowledge’ (Li, Dey, and Forlizzi, 2010), progressively led to focus my research on those WoW’s aspects that could be connected with PI. PI circumscribes a field that, at first glance, appears far removed from the world of MMORPGs. However, upon closer examination, many commercial PI tools, as well as prototype research applications, use game features to motivate people in the tracking activity, for example through cooperative game mechanics (Chen and Pu, 2014). Nevertheless, all these attempts leverage a limited number of ‘game elements’: points, leaderboards, challenges, and badges represent the most common used mechanics in this kind of instrument, undermining the impact that games could have on PI design. It seemed to me that having a wider variety of effective design elements targeted to PI could enrich the user experience of self-tracking technologies, lightening many of the burdens that currently affect their daily usage. Barriers include insufficient motivation, lack of utility and engagement, unsuitable visualizations and scarce support provided by the analytics tools, as well as difficulties in understanding numbers and in reflecting upon them (Li et al., 2010, 2011; Rooksby et al., 2014; Choe et al., 2014; Bentley et al., 2013; Rapp and Cena, 2016).

I hypothesized that many problems users encounter in accounting for their personal data in PI applications, as well as procedures to deal with them, were similar to those faced by WoW’s players to master the game. My personal experience made me first aware of the importance of numbers in WoW,
in order to develop a character at its maximum potentialities. Interviews and observation, then, confirmed my initial hypothesis.

Noein, one of the most experienced players I met in WoW, is proud to recount how he perfected his mage: ‘It took me years to find the perfect equipment that maximizes all its skills. The guides that you find on the WoW websites are a good starting point, but then you have to find your way to play... I searched for the optimal combination of gear, how to distribute the stats... Well, it’s not simple at all, it’s like an enigma that you have to solve, and there is not a unique solution. I experimented so many combinations of items... I analyzed tons of data’. Players like Noein continuously generate and test hypotheses, in order to identify correlations and causation among factors that may affect their characters’ performance. These strategies closely resemble those of the Quantified Selfers, who diligently collect many kinds of information about themselves and enact self-experiments, systematically varying specific aspects of their life to find correlations among data and solve a specific problem (e.g. a chronic headache) (Choe et al., 2014).

Conversely, WoW novices share characteristics with inexperienced self-trackers, who find it difficult to understand their own data. Ludos, for example, explains ‘For me it’s really difficult to understand how to distribute weights among the different skills of my rogue and decide what kind of gear I have to wear. I proceed more or less randomly because I can’t figure out what all these numbers mean... I hope to learn how to better myself in the future, but for now I only want to level up and discover the next dungeon’. Novices and normal players are keener on finding ready-to-use solutions, than on striving for developing knowledge on their own. I personally searched for help when I encountered difficulties, trusting in other, more expert, players: ‘Strength should be your primary concern and you should up it as much as possible. You also have to stack haste way up to the 11% breakpoint, and then try to focus on Critical Strike until you have 25%. After meeting this condition its value considerably drops’, said Niren, explaining to me how he maximized the stats of a warrior. This
attitude is similar to that of the inexperienced self-trackers in PI domain, who do not have the willingness and expertise to interpret and account for huge amount of quantitative data. They often lack time, compliance and determination to extract knowledge from a bunch of stats and graphs and do not want to invest much effort in managing their data (Rapp & Cena, 2016).

The similarities I found between WoW players and PI users constituted a ‘bridge’ to connect the two domains. Then, I enlisted a preliminary series of design elements to be explored (or re-explored) in depth (characters, items, battle stats, add-ons, etc.) through personal experience, observation and interviews. At that time, I was already familiar with World of Warcraft, and thus I was able to define specific research questions: Does WoW visualize numbers in ways that might help players see value in them? How does the game motivate its players to acquire the knowledge needed to develop their characters? Do social interactions and guild organization play a role in learning processes?

I discovered that WoW’s players enact different strategies to manage their ‘numbers’, and WoW supports them either directly or indirectly. Novices and normal players look for quick answers that might suggest the optimal gear for their avatar, being keen on inquiring other players; WoW, in turn, makes available enclosed communities and private communication spaces where players can find a proper guide to solve their problems and answer their questions. Guilds are places where inexperienced players can disclose their doubts without feeling ashamed: members of a guild are driven by a common aim, e.g., to face the most difficult raids of the game, and they help each other to empower the group as a whole.

Hardcore gamers, instead, strive for a self-made knowledge because it strengthens their sense of competence and self-efficacy. WoW sustains such endeavors by providing a variety of specialized analytical tools, which, although developed by third parties (often the players themselves), can be easily connected to the game interface. Pawn, for example, helps players select the best gear choices among those available, after carefully setting up the character’s stat weights; whereas SimCraft, a
program that shows how much damage can be done in optimal conditions and with perfect timing rotation, provides a sort of baseline that hardcore gamers try to surpass by experimenting different item combinations.

However, I asked myself many times which were the drives of their perseverance in acquiring the knowledge needed to better their avatars. After having interviewed more than fifteen hardcore gamers and informally talked with tens of them, I could affirm that a more or less pronounced social reason is always present. Creating a sort of ‘ultimate character’ not only allows them to excel in the game and ‘solve a problem’ by counting only on their own strengths, but also provides reputation, social desirability and in some cases a sort of fame. This is also the reason why most of them become a guide in the guild they belong to, influencing other players seeking recommendations and mentorships. Eloin, for example, started to invest a huge amount of time in ‘studying’ her priest when she became aware that her knowledge could make her gain social centrality: ‘What really drag me into WoW was the opportunity of being recognized by someone else as competent. When everyone is asking for you for matters related to your class you become important… I don’t know, more important than what I am in real life’. WoW favors the development of an ‘implicit reputation system’, whereby hierarchies and mentorship provide players with a status based on competence, whereas the character’s equipment immediately makes visible the player’s expertise.

The equipment, nevertheless, not only exposes the players’ competence, but also represents and tells a story about their in-game experiences, supporting them in making sense of their data. Each piece of gear is connected with threads of histories made of ‘legends’, missions, characters and other items. As a result, data are inserted into a narrative frame that ascribes to them a deeper meaning and value. The importance of finding and balancing the right items does not only lie in the quantitative outcome that they may produce on the battleground, in terms of heightened damages, aggro, and capability of healing. All these objects are tied together into meaningful stories, which can be lived, and then
recounted in a later time. Casdan explains: ‘This dagger, the fangs of the Father, is a legendary item, it means that it is extremely rare, but this is not the reason why I’ve been guarding it for so many years, even if it’s quite useless now... Every time I looked at this weapon I saw that golden age... my friends, those battles, how much fun we had’. By inserting data into identifiable ‘objects’, which are part of wider narratives concerning the player’s character and its ‘life’ in the game world, WoW allows her to manipulate not abstract numbers, but ‘concrete’ meaningful entities that embed experiences, anecdotes, memories: these can be further recollected and re-lived with others, as well as exchanged, modified, and ‘thrown away’.

Design suggestions. WoW supports a fruitful mechanism where the more expert players are fostered to mentor less experienced ones because they can gain visibility and recognition, by showing their competence and attracting social relationships. Social structures like the WoW’s guilds can be imagined even in the PI context, by designing closed groups, where people know each other, and some users are socially recognized with a role based on their competence. Hierarchies, reputational mechanisms, possibility of having groups of followers could be means for motivating the most experienced individuals to share their knowledge, provide suggestions, and guide who is still novice in tracking. In turn, opportunities of obtaining useful and tailored recommendations may motivate inexperienced self-trackers to expose their doubts and seek help in expert users, who may help them in interpreting their data.

WoW also promotes the idea that PI systems could make available more complex functionalities and settings as the user’s experience in interacting with her data increases, offering more specific analytical tools as her capabilities of formulating precise research questions develop. In other words, WoW exemplifies a development model that may be inspiring for PI, where diverse analyzing features could be easily connected with a main, flexible and expandable application, offering supplementary
possibility of action and visualization on the same data, depending on the user’s level of experience and needs: this model supports the proliferation of instruments addressed at satisfying idiosyncratic desires, instead of the creation of a ultimate application capable of meeting all the diverse users’ expectations.

Finally, WoW shows that data can be incorporated into visible entities, each one with its own meanings: these are inextricably tied to quests, bosses, dungeons, and the wider world of Azeroth, allowing players to make sense of their own numbers within a narrative frame. Raising the intellect of a mage of 10% is not only a matter of increasing performance: it is a story, symbolized by a concrete entity with its own unique aesthetics and ‘possibilities for actions’ (i.e., a weapon enables the character to face more powerful monsters and can be modified, donated, or ‘destroyed’), which, in turn, might trigger memories, emotions, and reflections. For PI, this would mean to favor the creation of ‘plots’ from data, whereby the user might represent the ‘main character’, with ‘means’ to be exploited and a ‘mission’ to be accomplished: users could be supported in building such stories by the tool (e.g. by using procedural content generation techniques for games). In this perspective, users would manipulate ‘data-objects’ inserted in a ‘fictional’ context: for example, increasing the number of slept hours would become a specific item to be conquered; otherwise, they could experiment ‘alternative lives’, where they would explore the consequences of change in their daily living, also interacting with the ‘plot’ (e.g. by manipulating the ‘numbers’, they would see a change in the story). In this way, data would also become something that is worth to be told to others.

Methodological considerations. Once the ethno-designer has acquired a certain familiarity with the reality to be studied, we can better note her different attitude in setting up the research with respect to the traditional design ethnographer: the goals become clearer and more precise, the focus is narrower, and the gaze is primarily directed toward designs, their ways of functioning and impacting on individuals’ experiences. As a first step, the ethno-designer explores the fieldwork in search for hints
that will allow him to connect the environment she is studying with another domain. Such exploration is inspired by the knowledge she has of the target context, gained e.g., through literature review or empirical research. In the case reported above, I reviewed literature about lifelogging and PI and interviewed a variety of PI users, from quantified selfers to inexperienced self-trackers.

The ethno-designer’s work, at this point, is to turn the similarities into opportunities for design. The researcher’s mind is driven by the critical points of the context that she wants to improve, orienting her attention and shaping her research questions: she continuously swings between two domains, the one she is observing and the one she aims to enhance, extracting design elements from the former, and adapting them to the needs of the latter. Instead of starting from data collection of how people live and behave, saving for later the work of drawing implications for design, the ethno-designer immediately orients her attention towards specific design patterns, asking herself: why they are so effective? What kinds of impacts they have on individuals? Are there side-effects that are not immediately visible? How would they affect the target domain? What kind of adaptations are needed to preserve their original experiential effect?

While I was collecting data about how WoW’s digital objects are capable of eliciting emotions and memories in players, I was already envisioning how similar designs would be inserted into PI domain. I was imagining how such data-objects would be preserved, modified, donated, sold and even destroyed by the user herself, similarly to what happens to gear in WoW. This, for example, would allow to design for forgetting (Sas & Whittaker, 2013) in PI, rather than for a total recall, as it is commonly affirmed in the PI discourse.

To summarize, the ethno-designer is in continuous search for analogies between different worlds. She turns the peculiarities of a specific context into opportunities for designing in other, apparently distant, domains. Her work is made of constant comparisons, formulating hypotheses that specific
design elements would work even in other contexts, getting inspired by specific designs to imagine how they could be adapted to other users and to other purposes.

4.3 ‘Living’ designs and documenting the ethno-designer’s subjective experiences

Data from the field. Despite it wasn’t my first raid in a pick-up group, I was still a novice in this kind of dungeon. After a very bad experience in the Mogu’shan Vaults, where all my raid companions blamed me for my inexperience, I was really afraid of being incapable of meeting the expectations of this new group. Fear was my dominant emotion at that time, so that also my in-game performances were inevitably affected by it. As long as the raid proceeded, I became aware that my attacks were completely ineffective. The stats of my damages were incredibly low in comparison with those of the other dps, but the worst thing was that everyone could see how much bad I was playing my role. I felt ashamed. I felt like when I was playing my first instances six months before. My mage had never been very powerful (I had a lot of problems in upping its strength at that moment), but this time it seemed ridiculous. I was trying to set up its equipment, but suddenly I fell behind. Again, as in Mogu’shan Vaults, I was in panic because I knew that losing the group meant showing my ineptitude in playing. After a while, a rogue came back and guided me to the other s, where they were all waiting me. There was a great disappointment. They were discussing whether to kick me out the raid. I decided to immediately leave the dungeon, because I couldn’t bear that sense of pressure anymore. (notes of June 25th, 2013).

The episode above represents one of the steps within the path that led me to understand how WoW’s pick-up groups are designed as a training arena to better the players’ performances on the one side, and as a stage for exhibiting their skills, on the other one (Rapp, 2017a). Players can enter in them by using the instance finder or the raid finder, two features that build temporary aggregations of players to face a specific dungeon of the game. Initially, given my repeated personal experience of fear and shame, I
was inclined to think that they were primarily shaped to exploit negative emotional states to foster players’ continuous training. I hypothesized that players are so exposed to the public judgments in there, that they are literally constrained to put their best efforts in accomplishing their duties. As the game supports the employment of add-ons (e.g., Omen) that make visible how they are playing (e.g., by showing how much damage they are producing), all the group members are constantly scrutinized by the others, producing a state of mutual surveillance that pushes everyone to increasingly better her performances.

However, I soon started to doubt my initial interpretation: by talking with other hardcore gamers, in fact, I discovered that most of them were actively searching for such arenas, willing to show their performances in public. So, I began to see how my perspective was incomplete. Novices are, indeed, pushed to enhance their performances by the anxiety of making a bad impression in front of their peers and by the constant attempts of avoiding shame for their mistakes. Tyran, for example, said: ‘It’s hard to play in groups… you make a little error or are not fast enough to heal and you get instantly blamed and threatened to be kicked out… Sure, I think that all this pressure is pushing me to better my character and know more my class’. But hardcore gamers see these groups under a completely different light.

Some months after my raid in the Heart of Fear, I entered in a new guild. There, I got close especially with Kairos and Neon, two players of great experience, who represented a constant point of reference for the remainder of my permanence in WoW. They gave me a hint for finding an answer to my question: why do hardcore gamers still play in pick-up groups, even when they are part of a strong guild that could face every raid of the game? They said to me that the pleasure for joining these battles came mainly from the sense of power and vanity that they could experience. A long time passed, and finally I became strong enough to find out for myself what they really meant with their words. I discovered pick-up groups as a place where I could exhibit my abilities, as I were acting on a stage.
The first time, it happened in the Downfall. My party was wiped out for the fourth time by the boss, because the other dps were not up to controlling the adds. I decided then to show to others what I really could do. The sense of omnipotence I felt in that moment was incomparable; and the subsequent attempts of reliving such excitement kept my abilities at a certain level for the rest of my permanence in WoW.

I have to emphasize how it would have been hard to believe that a game like WoW could elicit such strong emotional states without experiencing them on myself. My first-person involvement was crucial to understand ‘from the inside’ the role of emotions in WoW, how they could be triggered by design, and how they could support the players’ engagement for such a long time. Reflecting on the relationship between emotions, exposure, and social ties, I became gradually aware that their effects go far beyond the increasing of players’ performances, so that they contribute to build the sense of players’ identity within the game.

In four years of play, I could observe great transformations in myself as a player: from a worried, hesitant, insecure novice, to a conscious, responsible, mature hardcore gamer. In this path, the major turning points were represented by those emotionally significant episodes, be they positive or negative, that made me stop for a while, think about myself, reflecting on who I was and who I was becoming in the game. In each of these moments, the presence of others was a constant: WoW is a place where emotions continuously bloom because of the social interactions that happen in there. It is through the design of different social spaces characterized by different levels of visibility, from private chats where to exchange intimate experiences, to raids where friends can cooperate to reach a common aim, to pick-up groups in which strangers meet temporarily searching for approval or to gain admiration, that WoW creates the ground were emotions can grow. By ‘constraining’ players to a continuous confrontation with others and for a variety of purposes, WoW allows them to live impactful emotional experiences, that provoke transformations in their in-game selves.
One day, in The Gates of Retribution, Kairos publicly blamed me for not having, in his words, ‘done my job’ within the group. I took these critics personally, he was my friend, and I felt somehow betrayed by him: he could talk to me privately without exposing me to such a humiliation. After an initial profound delusion and sadness (it is difficult to believe how a trivial in-game episode might so strongly impact on the player’s inner life without subjectively experiencing it), nevertheless, I took my time to reflect on his words. Maybe he was not wrong. Actually, in that period I was too arrogant, I was thinking that I had almost reached the perfection with my mage, but, obviously, that was not the case.

This episode seems to suggest that ‘others’ can be exploited to provide fresh perspectives on the individual’s identity, as interpretative tools that can make her rethink about herself. This suggestion goes along with an idea of PI that focuses more on meanings and subjective interpretations than numbers and objective knowledge. It recommends, for the PI domain, to design for connectedness and emotional experiences rather than for rational examination and abstract analysis: e.g., by creating social spaces with different levels of visibility and sense of intimacy, where users might publicly expose their data and performances, or find friends who may give them a different perspective on their ‘quantified self’. In this manner, PI systems would foster a long-standing engagement, based on strong social and emotional ties, as well as promote reflections on the individual’s self, meeting the PI’s greater ambition of providing self-knowledge, rather than merely numbers and stats (Rapp & Tirassa, 2017).

Methodological considerations. The autoethnographic approach is essential to understand how certain design elements work. Without experiencing on myself shame, fear, vanity, sadness, delusion, arrogance, friendship, gratitude, I would not have been able to really understand the emotional levers that WoW exploits to influence players’ behavior. Therefore, I would have not been capable of ‘correctly’ transferring those elements to other domains: the ethno-designer, in fact, strives for recreating the experiential effects that particular design patterns elicit in their users, rather than to
replicate their external structures. To really understand whether a design element might have an impact on the ‘internal world’ of the user, it is essential for the ethno-designer to experience ‘in first person’ how it is ‘lived’. This produces a subjective take on reality that, apart from the designers’ intentions, makes evident what the researcher, which put herself in the user’s shoes, ‘sees’ in the design elements she interacts with. This focus on subjectivity and on how reality is subjectively constructed might be called ‘phenomenological’: phenomenology precisely conceives the mind as subjectivity and our take on the world as subjective (e.g. Heidegger, 1982; Husserl, 1968). Understanding what kind of experience designs are able to provoke and at what conditions may suggest how and when it is appropriate to reproduce such experience in other contexts. The ethno-designer is initiated into practice and gives value to her own experiences for explaining the working principles of the designs she is exploring.

The reflexive narration, which is particularly explicit in the recounting reported above, exposing my initial explanations and the subsequent hesitations and revisions, might ground the ethno-designer’s subjective perspective. Instead of conveying a ‘certainty over a correct interpretation of behavior thereby guaranteeing reproducibility’ (Rode, 2013), as it happens in realist HCI ethnographies (Crabtree, Hemmings, & Rodden, 2003; Park et al., 2006), reflexivity focuses on self-reflection and doubt, making evident to the reader how the researcher came to the conclusions reported. This answers to the accusation of arbitrariness, often made with reference to the subjective accounts, since every ethno-designer’s choice becomes accountable in the reflexive narration.

Moreover, the ethno-designer’s work is not a “solipsistic” practice. Her subjective experiences and emotions are constantly compared with those of the other social actors that she is studying in the fieldwork. The ethno-designer seeks communalities among the individuals’ experiences, in order to identify the “typical” experiential effects of specific design elements. In other words, her subjectivity and what she feels and live on the field are just the starting point for an inquiry that is always inter-
subjective. To this aim, she may employ a “participant researchers” strategy (Van Maanen, 1978), by seeking the aid of her informants to confirm/disconfirm that the data was viewed and understood consistently by both herself and the participants.

4.4 Employing multiple theories

_Data from the field._ Time is one of the main mechanisms through which WoW fosters players to develop new behaviors and habits. I became aware of the importance of the WoW’s temporal structure only after two years of play, when I realized that my whole day schedule was almost completely shaped by that of my guild. The rhythms of my days, sequences of meals, sleep, study, were progressively substituted by the pace of my guild’s life, with its farming, questing and raiding times (Rapp, 2017b).

Understanding why and how WoW’s ‘temporal design’ is so effective in shaping players’ habits, and how it could be transferred to other domains, required me a great theoretical effort. Time in WoW entails multiple impacts on the players’ in-game life, so that it is difficult to bring it back to a unique perspective. Specific theoretical approaches, here, can enlighten only a single facet of a phenomenon that remains irreducible to a univocal interpretation. In this case, much of my work as an ethno-designer was to find and use those theories capable of reading WoW’s time design at multiple levels.

One of the modalities through which WoW affects players’ time, and through it their behavior, is by designing the reward time schedules. Such schedules have a variety of consequences, which, nonetheless, are hard to be distinguished and fully clarified without a theoretical support. Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA) is a theory that builds upon the principles of behavior discovered by the Skinnerian behaviorism (Cooper et al., 2007). This perspective sees behavior as controlled by variables primary located in the environment and offers theoretical tools to explain how reinforces like rewards affect individual’s behavior.
For instance, certain rewards push players to remain in the WoW’s world for a huge amount of time, completely capturing their attention until their moment of delivery: Kershan, for example, a highly experienced player who has been playing WoW for five years, remembers how she spent innumerable hours waiting for the apparition of Ban’thalos, an extremely rare spirit beast, stating that in those moments she was completely glued to the screen. These kinds of rewards, in fact, are completely uncertain: if on the one hand they generate a continue state of arousal due to the impossibility of knowing exactly when they will be delivered, on the other hand they constrain players to long waits often characterized by frustration. Through the lens of ABA theory, they are reinforces delivered through variable interval schedules, resulting in a univocally directed temporality toward an end, which tends to produce a constant, stable rate of response (e.g., maintaining a high level of engagement waiting for the pet appearance). Similarly, rewards distributed through variable ratio schedules increase player’s engagement: nonetheless, as a side effect, they enforce players to replay the game. These schedules typically do not produce any postreinforcement pause, due to the absence of information about when the next response will produce reinforcement, making the responding remain steady (Cooper et al., 2007). To obtain the most powerful gear, for example, players are encouraged to redo the same dungeon even tens of times in the hope that a certain boss will finally drop what they crave for. This framework, therefore, explains why specific rewards work in a particular way, and such explanation might be useful to reproduce their effects in other specific environments that can exploit such effects.

Although ABA represented an indispensable tool to inform part of my results, it could not produce an exhaustive understanding of all the different ways in which WoW exploits time design to drive players’ behavior. Individualistic accounts alone are not able to situate the players’ actions in the wider bundle of activities and rules that regulate many aspects of the WoW’s time. I found then in the social practices approach an effective means for understanding temporality in WoW. Connecting to the work
of Wittgenstein, Bourdieu, Latour and Giddens, Reckwitz (2002) and Schatzki (2001) have proposed a conceptual framework for the analysis of everyday social practices. A social practice is a routinized type of behavior which consists of several elements, interconnected to one another: ‘forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, ‘things’ and their use, a background knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion and motivational knowledge’ (Reckwitz, 2002). Social practices theory allowed me to study and observe designs embedded in the practices in which they were situated, accounting for phenomena like the guild temporality that would have been hard to explain otherwise.

For example, raids require the co-presence of multiple players at the same time, so that they have to group themselves in organized groups, i.e., the guilds, and synchronize the rhythms of their daily activities. Players are free to select the group that best matches with their expectations, and this freedom makes them believe that they retain the power of setting their time of play. Nevertheless, when entering into a guild, players find an already established nexus of practices that set the pace of the daily living and prescribe the sequence of the activities that have to be performed within the group. Each guild has its own rules, which prescribe, through mutual expectations and social constraints, when and for how long its members have to guarantee their presence in the game. This results in a collective temporality that shapes players’ everyday actions and produces rituals and recurrent protocols that give order to the daily life (Southerton, 2009), yielding a commitment to the guild daily living and a long-standing engagement that may ‘last for years’, as Mytral emphasized. By understanding how and why the diverse forms of WoW’s temporality impacted on its players, I became able to envision new kinds of online communities, where the development of synchronized activities, requiring the co-presence of multiple users in certain moments, shapes habitual behaviors and gives them a regular rhythm (e.g., an application that makes the physical activity data of the user’s companions visible only from 6pm to
9pm can push them to regularly meet in the evening, when they can share insights related to their attempts to change behavior).

Methodological considerations. From the ethno-designer’s perspective, theory represents not only a pragmatic tool for interpreting and grounding the considerations that she is going to make during the fieldwork. It is also a primary means for abstracting results coming from one domain and making them suitable to another one. Theories might help the ethno-designer discover regularities among different phenomena, generalizing findings coming from her personal experiences and participant observation: they provide concepts that have a wider applicability, as well as support her in identifying the most suitable context for certain design elements. As the examples above show, theories allowed me to distinguish phenomena apparently similar: the engagement resulting from rewards delivered through variable interval and ratio schedules differs from that elicited by rituals and mutual expectations, which is actually characterized by a personal dedication. This distinction allowed me to find the most suitable domains of applicability for specific design elements, strengthening the link between the original setting and the target domain. For instance, in a health behavior change context aimed at producing long-lasting changes in people’s habits, a design capable of establishing collective routines is preferable to one addressed to individually reward users, since the dedication resulting from the former might better support the compliance needed for making the intervention successful. Therefore, designs exploiting co-presence and relying on collective endeavors might be more effective in producing the desired change than reinforcements delivered through variable interval schedules.

Instead, when the primary need is to change specific, and perhaps dysfunctional behaviors, intervening by designing different reward time schedules may be more effective. In this case, ABA theory provides a stronger theoretical scaffolding to distinguish and analyze different ways of prize delivering and define how the rewards should be designed to fit the target context. While the ethno-
designer’s subjective experience provides insights ‘from the inside’ with respect to how schedules contribute to shape experience in different ways, ABA theory helps her formalize them in intervention programs and apply them to other domains.

To summarize, by adopting multiple theories, depending on the practical needs coming from the fieldwork, the ethno-designer is able to preserve the complexity of the designs she is studying and to firmly connect them to other domains.

5. DISCUSSION

The method I outlined above contributes to HCI and design process by showing how design research, and more specifically design ethnography, can produce implications for design that can be applicable to multiple domains, far removed from the setting in which the fieldwork took place. Design solutions have a tendency to be mimicked across products, designs, and domains. It is not uncommon that in the early phases of a design project a design competitive analysis is conducted, which is a standard practice within industry: the design features of competitor systems are analyzed and researched through various techniques and innovated on in order to elicit engagement and draw users from other platforms.

The ethno-design method somehow reminds this practice and uses ethnography to sound “rich” digital environments for discovering successful design elements that can inspire the design of novel features across other applications. This method allows to see the ethnographic fieldwork as a rich design resource for other designs, rather than a place where to study people’s needs and practices to be satisfied and addressed in the subsequent design phases. The ethno-designer strives for understanding how specific design elements are experienced and emotionally lived in order to reproduce such experiences in other domains, to mimic great design solutions and adapt them to other contexts. In the
following, I will discuss some points that seem to be crucial when carrying out the ethno-design method.

5.1 Focusing on design elements

At a first sight, the ethno-design practice appears quite removed from both (virtual) ethnography in anthropology and design ethnography. Ethnographers in social sciences are commonly tied to a retrospective commitment to descriptive accuracy, in which lessons learned through observation and participation are recast as empirical material for subsequent analysis to expunge a form of scientific knowledge (Ingold, 2013): in other words their main goal is to generate and disseminate knowledge explaining the complexities of reality. On the other hand, traditional design ethnography aims to generate insights useful for design, but the attention of the design ethnographer is mainly focused on the study of social practices and people. The ethno-design method, instead, embraces fully the process of generating implications for design, which becomes a core component of the ethno-design practice, and is mostly interested in identifying and studying specific design elements, rather than exploring social and cultural matters.

Therefore, in what sense the ethno-designer is still a (design) ethnographer? The ethno-designer’s vision is narrower with reference to ethnographers, since her gaze leaves apart the ambition of outlining a deep, holistic understanding of human social activity and culture in a given context. The ethno-design method is primarily interested in design elements and how they relate with humans, rather than in humans and how they relate with their environment (be either physical, social, cultural, or technological). Its end is not to develop a deeper understanding of human nature or contribute to human transformation of social relations (Tunstall, 2013), but to inspire novel designs. In other words, it starts from designs and ends in designs.
Nonetheless, the ethno-designer uses the theoretical and methodological tools of ethnography and fully immerses herself in a certain reality. In her perspective, the ‘design elements’ are nonhuman actors having a ‘material agency’ (Latour, 1993), at par with people that interact with them. As Haines (2017, p. 128) points out: ‘what would an ethnography focused on an AI perspective look like, as opposed to taking a human user perspective? It is not hard to imagine that in the future, we could reformulate the subjects and objects of study in ethnographic praxis in the technology industry to conduct research not just on the experiences of people interacting with systems, but on the experiences of intelligent systems interacting with people.’ The ethno-designer represents a step toward this direction where “systems” gain a central importance in the ethnographic practice. The ethnographic focus of the ethno-designer revolves around ‘digital objects’ that have a sort of ‘material agency’ (Latour, 1993) on their own and produce specific effects on users. Nonetheless, the ethno-designer is still interested in exploring how users experience the interaction with such elements because this knowledge is fundamental for envisioning novel designs that aim to reproduce the same (or similar) experiences in other environments.

The renunciation to outline a complete picture of the embedded culture and society of the world the ethno-designer is exploring may prevent her from being significantly surprised by what participants care about, missing to tie their practices and discourses to more general concepts like identity, life, and value. However, this issue might be mitigated by the long-term engagement in the field as well as by the development of long-term informant relationships. Even if the ethno-designer’s attention is directed to specific elements, the way of the fieldwork is carried out respects the rigor and the ‘rhythms’ of ‘traditional’ ethnography, requiring months, even years, to be conducted properly. During this period, she continuously develops her knowledge of the ‘world’, bumping into aspects that are not directly related to the design elements she wants to explore. This allows her to remain open to the unexpected,
to move her research questions in novel directions, to revise her previous results, and to go beyond the explicit words, as well as the apparent behavior, of the social actors she is observing.

Therefore, the ethno-designer is still an ethnographer in the sense that her gaze and way of conduct are fully ethnographic: she participates to the reality she is studying by experimenting on herself what happens in a certain digital environment; she establishes long-term rapports with people to understand what is happening in there; and she looks at design elements as they were social actors, attempting to identify the practices in which they are involved, “what they do”, and how they relate to the users that interact with them.

5.2 Transferring design elements to other domains

As a second point, the method proposed raises questions about the applicability and validity of the design elements found when transferred to other contexts. Will they maintain the same kinds of effects they had in their original framework? What kind of relationship exists between a given system and its parts? The ethno-designer somehow decomposes the wholeness of a design searching for specific aspects that could be applicable to other contexts. In doing so, she needs to individuate the elements that are more suitable to preserve their impact after the transferring. This suitability is connected with the relative independence of the elements found from the entire frame in which they are inserted: the more they can claim a circumscribed impact despite the relationships they have with other features of the system, as well as the system as a whole, the more is likely that their effects are due to their own functioning, apart from the role of the wider environment.

To assess such independence the ethno-designer can rely on a variety of techniques, differentially comparing the different effects that specific elements may have on different users, or at different times. For example, singular design elements may have been added later and have produced incremental and/or delimited effects which could strengthen the hypothesis of their relative self-sufficiency. In over
ten years of patches and expansions, for instance, WoW has introduced many changes in the game. Eklund and Johansson (2013) highlighted that the introduction of functionalities like the raid finder profoundly altered the ways players collaborate in pick-up groups. This change, nevertheless, had impacts only on those game parts aimed at supporting players in finding companions for raiding, by speeding up the recruiting process, while having minor or no effects on players belonging to stable guilds, who are used to play with their guild’s friends.

Alternatively, the ethno-designer can explore whether specific design elements are effective only on specific kinds of users. In WoW, many players show to be motivated and influenced only by certain aspects of the game, and not by others. Such diverse attitudes toward singular elements may be a cue that their effectiveness is related to the user’s characteristics, rather than to the peculiarity of the framework in which they are inserted. For example, all the interviewed leaders (hardcore gamers) reported that the guild life was their main reason to remain in the game. However, many emphasized how the opportunity of entering in a guild, with its hierarchical structure and its reputation mechanisms, motivated them to play here as in other games, like Guild Wars 2. This can strengthen the hypothesis that such game elements could maintain their efficacy in different environments, if well implemented and addressed to those users that are sensitive to them.

Despite these cues, the ethno-designer cannot be certain that the elements she will find in the field will produce the same kind of experience when transplanted in other contexts: the possibility that their efficacy might be strictly tied to the frame in which they were originally inserted still remains. For this, the ethno-designer can produce only design hypotheses that need further empirical assessments to prove their validity. The inspirations she could derive from the fieldwork may lead to the formulation of design guidelines for other designers, or the creation of new systems, which nevertheless should be evaluated on the field to account for their efficacy, through e.g. prototype design, participatory design sessions, and user tests.
5.3 Relying on subjectivity

My emphasis on reflexivity and autoethnography comes from the need of changing the dominant form of ethnographic text within HCI, namely the realist ethnography (Rode, 2011). I claim that subjectivity plays a primarily role in the whole ethno-designer’s work. In this perspective, a question arises: how is it avoided that ethno-design becomes a new kind of ‘I’-design, where designs are made from the perspective of the design researcher, rather than from the perspective of future users, the latter being the reason for introducing ethnography into HCI design research?

On the one hand, valuing the researcher’s subjectivity, as I have already noticed, does not mean that her work aims to produce a solipsistic account of reality: her ‘phenomenological’ recount of the observed phenomena is intrinsically inter-subjective, since her interpretations are made of the constant confrontations with the other social actors and represent a consequence of being embedded in the social practices she is studying. The ethno-designer’s lived experience is constantly compared against the information collected through the fieldwork. In other words, the ethno-designer seeks to find correspondences between her private experiences and those of the other players (captured through observation and interviews), identifying “typical ways” of experiencing certain game design elements, across the individual differences that are inevitably influenced by the particular background of both the ethnographer and the users she recruits. This method allows her to point out the ‘typical effects’ of the design elements she is studying, also emphasizing exceptions and variances from the ‘trends’. To this aim, the role of theory is fundamental, as it enables the ethnographer to further generalize beyond the single experiences and explain the non-typical cases, identifying those contextual and individual factors that may impact on how certain design elements are experienced by specific users.

On the other hand, autoethnography might lead to a deeper empathic understanding for the users’ practices (Ljungblad, 2009), since the fieldworker primarily considers what she ‘lives’ in the field,
gaining a knowledge ‘from the inside’ of the erlebnisse experienced by those who share her same reality. In this perspective, envisioning and suggesting new designs can be grounded in what individuals ‘see’ and value in the design elements they engage with, as well as in the impacts that such designs produce on their subjectivity.

The ethno-designer, therefore, builds her designs not on her individual perspective as a designer, but on the inter-subjective ‘I’ constructed during the fieldwork, assuming that it will be similar to that of the future users she aims to affect. As we have seen, this assumption is informed by the knowledge she has of the target domain. Nonetheless, she cannot exclude that her research is exempt from biases. Ethnographic research is fundamentally subjective and, therefore, is inevitably self-biased and self-fulfilling due in part to confirmation bias. As the ethno-designer figure somehow reunites different roles that are often separate in the design practice, that of the ethnographer who creates knowledge about human behavior and needs and that of those who are in charge to seek design implications, these biases may be even more pronounced. To address this issue, a phase of “confrontation” with other design researchers and designers, who may be in charge to put into practice the design implications formulated in the fieldwork, might be needed. Moreover, the ethno-designer may seek the help of the ‘participants’ that are engaged both during the fieldwork and in the research in the target domains: the participant researchers strategy represents an important means to ‘disconfirm’ what the ethno-designer has found, theorized and envisioned, by sharing with participants preliminary hypotheses, theories and design implications and receiving feedback about the interpretations and solutions she has developed.

This said, the ethno-designer does not aim to produce an ‘objective’ account of the reality she studies in line with the Evidence Based research movement (Goldthorpe, 2000; Runciman, 1983), which sustains the need of evaluating the ethnographic work with the same criteria adopted by the scientific research in the quantitative and hard sciences. Rather, she acknowledges the fundamental bias of every ethnographic research, which remains fundamentally subjective, and accounts for it through
the transparent exposition of all her theoretical choices, presuppositions, procedures and interpretations that drove her work on the field using the reflexive recounting (Cardano, 2009).

5.4 Choosing diverse theories

The ethno-designer might employ different theoretical approaches, which could appear even opposite at first sight. By being driven by the goal of understanding how specific designs work, and not of producing a coherent account of human social activity, the ethno-designer can use heterogeneous theories depending on the phenomenon she has to explain. When I had to account for time in WoW, for example, I decided to draw on ABA and social practices. In a certain way, practice theory actively aims to debunk behaviorism, and employing them together may give the impression of being contradictory: how are the insights each suggests to be integrated or weighed against each other? It is duty of the ethno-designer, through the reflexive recounting, to provide an explanation and convince the reader that her choices are valid. In the example reported above, the two theories do not clash each other because they refer to different levels of analysis: ABA focuses on individuals, whereas social practice theory deals with impersonal and longer-term phenomena like practices. So, even if they are used separately to account for two different design elements, rewards and guilds, taken together they can provide a multifaceted explanation of the wider aspect of time design in WoW.

Another point is worthy to be explored. How does the ethno-designer decide which of the theories leads to the greatest insight? The answer lies in the knowledge of the observed phenomenon she actively constructed during the fieldwork. There are no absolute criteria for choosing a specific theory rather than another. The ethno-designer develops an empirical and subjective understanding of the designs she is studying, and such knowledge is the main driver for selecting a specific theory. Again, the reflexive recounting will be in charge of defending this choice by providing convincing arguments and anticipating possible objections. For example, most ethnographers would consider behaviorism to
be essentially anti-ethnographic (because it creates explanations based solely on external views of actors and without taking into account social meanings and interactions), and thus the use of ABA as a theoretical lens for ethnography problematic. During the fieldwork, I became aware that ‘internalistic’ theories, such as the expectancy-value theory (Wigfield et al., 2009), could explain why players were motivated to pursue specific rewards, but they were less useful to account for how the temporal modulation of reward delivery impacted on players. Nevertheless, in my personal experience as a player I found ‘time’ as a fundamental aspect to be clarified for understanding the high effectiveness of WoW’s rewards; and ABA was the unique approach capable of accounting for its role, providing a fine-grained description of different temporal mechanisms and their effects on individuals’ actions.

5.5 Ethics

A final point worthy to be discussed is related to the ethics of the ethno-design work. By transferring design elements from one environment to another, the ethno-designer cannot avoid asking herself not only whether it could be done, but also whether it should be done. Actually, the employment of certain design elements may be licit and justifiable in certain contexts, but questionable in others. For example, exploring the changing technological configuration of gambling activities in Las Vegas, Dow Schüll (2012) emphasizes how certain designs may be deliberately created for engendering an extreme involvement in their users, so as to support the development of states of addiction. This is also the case of many entertainment games, such as the MMORPGs that I investigated in my fieldwork, which have been reported to be the leading culprit of video game addiction (Council on Science and Public Health, 2007; Lee et al., 2007). If the employment of such design techniques may be ethically questionable even in their original contexts, where players deliberately choose to and actually search for being deeply engaged, they may raise much more moral concerns when applied to other situations. Despite
McGonigal’s (McGonigal, 2011) utopian vision of how games could change reality to the better when transferred into everyday behaviors, dystopian developments can also be foreseen (Schell, 2010).

Highly effective design elements, such as those findable in games, may be used, for example, to induce unnecessary ‘needs’, and lock users in a somehow self-perpetuating cycle of work and consumption. They may also make the individuals less aware of the reasons and responsibilities of their own behaviors, dragging them into a spiral of engagement and entertainment that may obscure their real goals. In this case the ethno-designer should ask herself: Are there fields in which they should not be employed? Is making an experience more enjoyable, an intervention more effective, and a task more engaging always a desirable outcome? What are the unexpected impacts that they could produce on users (e.g. addiction, isolation, escapism, hedonism)? Are they implicitly reinforcing some aspects of our society (e.g. consumerism, individualism)?

Transferring elements from one field to another may induce unpredictable side-effects, long-term and systemic consequences on individuals and society that the ethno-designer should try to take into account. Linehan et al. (2014) emphasized that HCI researchers do not commonly produce critical reflections on the potential future consequences of their designs. But technology and design do have long-term impacts, which are emergent, complex, ambiguous and connected to other changes (Nathan et al., 2008; Rapp, 2019). And the ethno-designer cannot uncritically accept the assumptions underlying her work, such as that making an experience more enjoyable, effective and engaging is always and per se a valuable outcome; or, in the example that I reported here, that a game frame is suitable to every domains and that it will turn the experience to the better. To explore such issues, the ethno-designer can look at design techniques that refer to the critical and speculative design approach (Dunne and Raby, 2013; Bardzell et al., 2012; Baumer et al., 2014). For example, critical designs (e.g. Purpura et al., 2011) may represent a useful tool to envision how specific design elements may impact on the long term on society, and how ethical concerns could develop from the transferring of a ‘best
design practice’ from one field to another. The ethno-designer could then usefully employ them to explore the future consequences of her work and envision whether the design elements she is finding and adapting are ethically suitable or not to another context.

6. CONCLUSION

The main contribution of this article to HCI is to outline a novel role for design research and, more specifically, for design ethnography: instead of producing design implications with a ‘local applicability’, thus being valid for the particular context, domain, or type of users that have been originally investigated through the ethnographic work, design ethnography may aim to use the fieldwork for creating implications across multiple domains, even far removed from the original setting of the ethnographic research. The ethno-designer, introduced in this article, connects different realities with the aim of transferring, after adequate adaptations, successful design elements from one field to another. Autoethnography and reflexivity can help the ethno-designer understand the designs she is investigating from the inside, clarifying how specific design elements impact on the users’ subjectivity. While theories can ground her findings, supporting her in generalizing them and making them suitable for other domains.

In this perspective, the fieldwork is not only a setting where to understand the values, needs and practices of social actors and potential users; but it is an incessant source of inspiration for identifying specific designs, understanding how they work and their effects, and producing design implications that mimic best design practices. From a method usually employed in the early phases of a project for grounding the design work in that specific project, design ethnography becomes a means for continuously inspiring novel designs across multiple design projects. I hope that the methodological
tools outlined in this article will stimulate others to extend this line of research further, identifying “rich contexts” where to find design elements that could be usefully employed in other domains.
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